Welcome fellow-explorers, intrepid adventurers - into our wilds - the ‘You’ that
might escape you more often than you’d like… that we might be able to
discover, to better surface, by more consciously touring the U (of U Theory).
Let’s introduce ourselves briefly – first names only, no formal titles or job
descriptions – perhaps just something that ‘essences’ you these days: what
brings you here, and what’s particularly alive for you right now?
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Our current working title for this offering – a prototype-in-the-making –
emerging from the latest U Lab experience (and a noticed interest in
‘presencing awareness’, and especially in ‘essencing professing’ as part of
advancing professional development, as professional-self design).
We are assuming some interest in U Lab, and some awareness of the
underlying U Theory, but appreciate this could vary along a possibly wide
continuum for each of you.
Let’s experiment, and see what (good) fires we might be able to start…
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The main authority on Theory U is Otto Scharmer, a management prof at MIT,
which hosts a ‘mooc’, a massive open online course, formulated as a ‘U Lab’,
to apply U theory, in practice… generating ‘experiments’ like this - crossapplying, and trans-posing, the (letter U) and the literal ‘You’ – to help you
open ‘You’ up.
Especially the ‘You’ that turns up at your work each day – which we will frame
as the professional ‘You’, where your professional-self is most present.
Might you more consciously, and authentically, presence that professional-self
– using U theory to distil your professing essence… your ‘prof-essence’?
Before we leave the image – notice: the framing/positioning of Theory U –
‘Leading from the future as it emerges’; and the characterisation of U Theory
as a social technology, of presencing. It is very much ‘awarenessbased’ (engaging mind, heart and will), with a bias for ultimately enabling and
privileging ‘collective action’ – the social piece.
Today’s workshop will focus more on You, the person (often rendered as the
individual, in the context of the collective)… but we will try to acknowledge that
so much of being a person, also involves being in communion with others (and
this is especially so in a professional context).
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The scope of U Theory ranges well beyond simply ‘presencing’; it very much
incorporates an equally ‘present’ appreciation of something we might not so
readily appreciate, namely, our ‘absencing’ – the mirror image of presencing in
many respects, and the ‘in-the-background, under-the radar’ process that
often effectively ‘runs us’, when we turn off, or are on auto-pilot (sleep-walking
though our life).
It represents a ‘shadow’ that is always potentially cast over us, always
potentially at work in us, working us – except when we consciously decide to
shine a light on it, and subject it to some critical scrutiny.
The upper half of this diagram indicates some of what might get turned up what we might be unduly attending to, despite our best intentions.
In this work we will be focusing on the presencing (the lower half)… but
always, necessarily, with ‘absencing’ at the back of our mind, and our heart,
and our soul.
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So… from a presencing-privileging perspective: ‘You’ are a work-in-process, a
work-in-progress; a dynamic rather than a static; an inquiry in action – a
personal action inquiry: who am I? what is my work?; when I stop simply
‘downloading’ what I already know – or say I know; when I consciously go
inside – observing, sensing, presencing; and go ‘deep’ into my ‘source’, my
well-spring; to get at my essence, the essencing I can authentically profess in
my everyday ‘work’ – my ‘prof-essence’.
‘You’ are in-the-making, ‘You’ are the maker of the larger Self you seek to
presence in your world; ‘You’ can play with your crystallizing and prototyping –
your very own You; to surface a new performing ‘You’, performing
transformatively, performing transformingly…. By having gone down/up and
through - the U…. Touring the U, touring You
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This is the itinerary for this afternoon’s tour… the professional-self
development places that we plan on ‘visiting’, to notice what we might see, to
notice what we are noticing, when we are more consciously ‘present’. A
magical mystery tour perhaps, of that most fascinating of places – our own
(professional) Self.
We’ll go down the left side of the U – in some depth – and then come up the
other side of the U, more quickly, and playfully. After the break we enter ‘selfauthoring’ territory, beyond our present, but ripe for ‘presencing’ – in story.
At first we’ll keep our stories mostly to ourselves – a quite private personal
place perhaps. But then we’ll have an opportunity to get outside of that
particular place in us, and make part of it more public – parts of our story we
are ‘up’ for ‘publishing’, for professing… effectively presencing some operative
‘articles of faith’ about ‘who I am’ and ‘what is my work’.
So – fasten your seatbelts AND take off your leash.
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Let’s go; let ourselves go; let our small selves go (to see what larger Self might
come along later in the tour). This is the bus you should be on – heading for
‘prof-essence’.
We are assuming you are a small-p, and/or a capital-P ‘professional/
Professional’. Curious about your professional identity, as your I-dentity…
integrating your deepest personal values and beliefs, with all the subjectivity in
your objectivity, and with your most profound self-knowledge (the latest state
of play, the latest state of your ‘arting’).
Wondering about how you might better align your thinking, and hearting and
souling – with your doing and being, and becoming.
Bringing your whole self, more fully, to your work.
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The first stop on our tour is a place for better discerning our professional
identity (which might actually merit identification as ‘I-dentity’) based on some
concerted conscious seeing/observing/noticing. Some reflection on past/recent
experience… reflection-on-(past)-action, but perhaps also some ‘reflection-inaction’, in the now, and possibly even some willed ‘intuition-in-action’ about
sensed emergence-in-prospect.
Try to operate outside your current/conventional ‘box’… i.e. beyond your
current ‘job’ description, or ‘career’ path; beyond your current ‘professionhome-base’; feel into a larger sense of your professionalism – your interprofessionalism perhaps, or your meta-professionalism; and into a larger
timeless, more philosophical, sense of ‘Work’ – your work in the world, for the
world.
This ‘noticing’ might be informed by a keener sense of what might be being
absenced, in your current (limited, shallow, compromised) presencing.
Aim beyond ‘me’; reach for ‘I’.
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Some possible positionings, and shiftings, to consider – to deepen your
discerning.
Be bold – what’s in the bolding?
Engage the gear marked ‘transcending while including’.
Let go of recurrent limiting beliefs; suspend normal operating assumptions.
Embark on a ‘pilgrimage of identity’… Work – as a pilgrimage of I-dentity
(David Whyte – Crossing the Unknown Sea: Work as a Pilgrimage of Identity)
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Consider your identity as evolving, as in evolution (just like your
‘professionalism’ may evolve, beyond the current ‘status quo’).
Be alert to such possibility, and to your own ‘artistry of possibility’ (Rosamund
and Benjamin Zander, The Art of Possibility, 2000)
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Consider evolving the components of ‘You’ – from your me-ness to I-ness to
We-ness. This tour is more about the move from ‘me-ness’ to ‘I-ness’ (the next
tour may focus on the ‘trip’ to incorporating more of your ‘We-ness’).
Cast yourself as in transformation – from the form of an ‘individual’ to the form
of a ‘person’ (captured by I-dentity).
What are you sensing, when you let yourself ‘go’ there, into the magic and
mystery – especially as you anticipate dropping down further into ‘open will’
territory, into the realms of soul-work.
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Some deeper discerning territory, in the journey, the pilgrimage, from ‘me’ to
‘I’… the larger Self ‘you’ are seeking to ‘author’, to presence.
For more on the outer ’me’ vis-à-vis the inner ‘me’, and on the essence of
personality vis-à-vis identity, see Alan McLean, Knowing and Growing –
Insights for developing ourselves and others (2017 Postcards from Scotland
series, CCWB Press)
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Self-discovery role-play in pairs
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Self-discovery role-play in pairs
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Back on the bus… moving along the U, towards the bottom of its valley. Some
messy meshing. Tussling with some raw emotions. Mining charged
experiences as valuable raw material, for the story-telling to come.
We’ve come from the abyss of ‘absencing’ (which is still very alive in us), but
have been appreciating some countering ‘presencing’, as we consciously
opened our mind, cultivating different thoughts.
Outing the absencing, and deepening the presencing, where we can. Noticing
some of what we might want to ‘let go’, to lessen the drag, to open up our
Unique Self.
Noticing what we deeply care about, that we want to better attend to, to better
align with the deeper intentions we are beginning to sense.
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As you contemplate what you deeply care about, consider working out from
your potential main arenas of absencing – what U Theory identifies as the
three ‘divides’ that might be, literally, dividing You.
Where you sense a less than wholly satisfactory connection, where there is
room for better aligning.
Try to presence the ‘gulfs’ in your divides, with a view to obviating them,
dissolving them, better leveling your ‘ground of being’.
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Presencing is a counterpoint to absencing… explore the deep caring (you
might seek to profess from) by systematically opening your Self up, doing the
rounds of the main bases.
Try to engage with not simply your thinking – but with your minding, and
hearting and souling. And tap the spiritual as well, if this is alive for you.
Aim to ‘work out’ the ‘all’ of ‘you’ – that you deeply care about.
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Tease out the key dimensions of the inner You, your big central Self, that
defines you as a person, as a whole being, in the whole-making business.
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Dropping down into ‘open heart’ territory – the place of feelings, and tacit
knowledge; deepening and extending your sense of Self – beyond merely
‘me’, but beginning to engage the ‘I’ that is truly You.
A deeper ‘sensing’, into heart-felt ‘meaning’ territory. Let your heart be aroused
(David Whyte)
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Invoke any meaningful touchstones for you, that have a depth and a heft,
some gravitas, and grit (consider that ‘grit’ is central to ‘integrity’.
Heading into your core, your centre, your source. Listen for the essencing in
the professing, that you seek to presence.
Elements of your ‘prof-essence’; elements of your professional-self design, of
the story you might author. Turn your sensing dial way up, as high as You can
go.
Trust what emerges… your ‘intuits’, about your highest and best sense of your
Work.
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Iterative freefall writing…
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Iterative freefall writing…
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This experience might result in the emergence of metaphor that sums up what
might be emerging, for taking forward. Jim Dwyer’s offering – Bow and Arrow –
may serve as an example for some, connecting to the ‘bowing’, and ‘arrowing’
in the discovery process (the three levels/rings of targeting, or ‘bulls-eye-ing’).
Metaphors may be invoked to capture the ‘glimpsing’, and to set up the
‘praxis-making’ to come.
[Discovered in the first edition of a new magazine, The Conscious Lawyer
https://gallery.mailchimp.com/19cc888f3e66b4e9c123dcaf8/files/
11642173_0_The_Conscious_Lawyer.pdf ]
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During the break…it is suggested that you maintain as much silence as
possible, while being fiercely present – relish your wilds.
Listen in to your Self; try to begin to capture - in your being and becoming - the
You at the bottom of the U, in the full flow of presencing… and begin to think
about putting some of all this into words, into story, or poetry.
Take inspiration from John O’Donohue, and his blessing ‘For Work’ in his 2008
book To Bless the Space Between Us (Doubleday).
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Contemplating your developmental path, as a maturing/evolving adult, sensing
your ‘waking up’ in terms of interior consciousness, and ‘growing up’ in terms
of capacity to deal with increasing complexity and uncertainty, how are you
‘showing up’ in terms of openly professing what You are all about, what you
are committed to ‘Work’ for…. through Hell or High Water.
What might you ‘voice’, tentatively, as the story you tell yourself about what
you profess (the what, the how, and the why).
How do you sense you are putting ‘it’ all together, your praxis beyond your
practice?
Have you a coherent story to try out on others? You might want to tell a story
about your praxis – the place from which you profess, the essence of your
professing.
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We’ve spent some time on the tour so far visiting our perceived professional Identity, being as discerning as possible; and we’ve explored the deep caring
that might be at the heart of our professing.
Now we visit a greater presencing of this emerging professional-self,
wondering what we might want to surface, what ‘form’ it might take, what new
story will accompany this emergence – some professional-self-authoring… a
novel piece, of distinctly non-fiction.
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You might want to try formatting your ‘story’ around your sensed ‘praxis’.
Praxis – at the intersection of, an integration of – at its simplest - your theory
studies, practice experiences and personal values+beliefs – a ‘sweet’ spot,
right in the middle, reflecting your core – that is being presenced around the
bottom of the U.
Triangulating? A trio of pairs, of poles? More ‘bowing’ and ‘arrowing’, being
and becoming. Wonderings about a more enveloping ‘spirit’ context – one’s
‘spirit-in-action’?
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Lets look at the three main components, in turn: Theory Studies – where the
head rules, the work of the mind, preferably a very open mind; a place of
perceptions and interpretations, of patterns that matter.
Where all your ‘knowing’ resides – objective, subjective/tacit, and selftransforming.
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Practice Experiences: The body at work; hands-on. A place of direct
behaviour, of doings, of realizations.
Often calling on courage, with one’s open heart on display – and a healthy
robust relationship with vulnerability.
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Personal Values and Beliefs: The work of the heart, and – especially - the
soul, of the whole; the place of the personal touch – the place of feeling,
sensing, and willing.
An inner place with outer manifestations (a place of short shrift for modern
professionals).
The territory of the ‘I’ of professionals – what a professional ‘stands for’, what a
professional ultimately ‘professes’ – from, or out of…. Ideally expressed as the
‘undivided self’, as a whole being at work in the world, as much more than a
combining of theory and practice.
An ‘essencing’ place, in this case of ‘prof-essence’.
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Praxis – foundational, formative, performative, generative. More than (just)
theory; more than (just) practice; more than (just) ‘me’. A significant integration
of important differentiations.
A form of professional-self design. An expression of personal transformation –
from ‘me’ and my defining grasping ego, as a human ‘doing’, to ‘I’ as an inrelation self-construct, as a contribution, as a human ‘being’.
The prime, and primal, making of an aspiring professional. And something you
can very much ‘author’ your self… cue the story you might tell of what/how/
why you profess.
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Story-circles in groups of 3-4, sharing examples of ‘you being you’ at work.
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Story-circles in groups of 3-4, sharing examples of ‘you being you’ at work.
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Being professional involves a preparedness to ‘out’ what one professes - to
the best of one’s ability.
The ‘pro-’ piece connotes a declaratory, proclaiming stance – in public. The
‘fess-’ piece – from the Latin fides - connotes trust and belief, in the specific
context of ‘faith’ (which could be secular and/or religious; in my own case, a
faith in the combination of goodness, truth and beauty).
Faith can be viewed as future-regarding in the sense of being ‘way out there’ in some time-space territory well beyond what even professional futurists
might regard as ‘the future’. It is also beyond what we might conceive of as
‘hope’.
For some it might be very much in the realms of ‘spiritual’ (but not necessarily
religious). For myself, this feels like a presencing of ultimate aspiration.
Parker Palmer also has some wise words on this…
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Parker Palmer, on ‘Educating the New Professional’ – from the new Afterword,
in the 10th Anniversary Edition of The Courage to Teach: Exploring the Inner
Landscape of a Teacher’s Life (2007; Jossey-Bass)
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Parker Palmer, on ‘Educating the New Professional’ – a professional credo for
your consideration.
Can you imagine voicing this or something similar in the circle you have just
experienced?
Might you be inspired to fashion your very own credo/exhibit?
A making by yourself, that aims to crystallise some critical elements of your
emerging professional praxis?
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A making without, to mirror your making within. What are you prepared to
‘publish’, to ‘make’, to ‘produce’– to accompany/illustrate/demonstrate your
‘story’.
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The contours of your story, its multi-dimensionality – the key edges, and
interfaces; the centre, and the periphery; looking around – all around, up and
down, from above and from below; from within and without.
And the potential territory ‘beyond’ – the sensed universe of possibility, that
mirrors the breadth and depth of the ultimately sustaining soul.
Draw on your innate artistry of possibility…
[NB Trismegistus was an 8th century alchemist, contemplating the span from
micro-cosm to macro-cosm… and potentially, the Kosmos.
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Making a fortune teller to demonstrate congruence, as an act of sharing.
Towards some co-presencing of what we might profess.
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Making a fortune teller to demonstrate congruence, as an act of sharing.
Pehaps towards some co-presencing of what we might profess.
Telling one’s ‘fortune’… telling one’s (professional-self) story – to the future,
the emerging future (perhaps capturing my ‘becoming and beyonding’)
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Contemplating my under-standing, and my over-standing…my inner-standing
and my outer-standing.
The constellation I constitute – as a whole – body, mind, soul and spirit.
Beyond ego; my emerging ‘eco’… an ecosystem personified (‘everything is
connected’).
Engaging the emerging future, organizing hope, synergising faith.
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As we complete this tour around ‘You’, and especially as we come up from our
depths, on the other/right side of the U…
– crystallizing our essence, prototyping the kind of professing we intend for
ourselves, getting ready to ‘show up’ on the stages that matter
– primed to perform with a transformed persona, aligned with a clear I-dentity,
informed by deep discernment…
What might be ‘surfacing’ for you/You?
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What might have changed, to the extent of rating as transformation perhaps?
By having gone down/up and through - the U (especially by contrast with your
possibly more normal ‘path of travel’, straight across the top of the U, informed
only by selective downloading – and a comparatively ‘closed’ mind, heart and
will).
What is the dividend in a greater presencing of awareness?
What is the quality of your professing now?
A new order of ‘performing’ perhaps - performing transformatively, performing
transformingly, as your new default mode?
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Complete with observations/reflections.
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Lines of questioning - to inform post-workshop feedback, regarding the
prototype;
…including a possible follow-up workshop – focusing on ethos-making:
Us@Work: Co-Presencing Our Professional We.
… and a possible third in the series: ‘Integrals@Work: The Poiesis of
Sophrosynes’
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Who am I? An artist of my days ;
What is my work? Embodying integrity and awareness ;
Why? In service of our becoming – original and creative
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Part of a longer piece http://www.margaretwheatley.com/articles/
TheTrueProfessional.pdf featuring most of the segment on ‘Action’ (preceded
by ‘Illusion’ and succeeded by ‘Surrender’).
Offered here/now as a call to act, to enact… to re-call the action in reflection
(reflection-in-action).
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Parker Palmer, on ‘Educating the New Professional’ (from the Afterword of the
10th Anniversary Edition of The Courage to Teach.
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